. SEM micrographs of the as-received lithium metaborate salt at, a) low and, b) high magnifications; the salt is aggregated into sub-mm spherical particles and the surface is rough due to the jagged edges of the crystallized oxide.
. SEM micrographs of the as-received lithium metaborate salt at, a) low and, b) high magnifications; the salt is aggregated into sub-mm spherical particles and the surface is rough due to the jagged edges of the crystallized oxide. Figure S2 . Powder XRD analysis of the lithium metaborate salt, a) as-received and, b) fused; the changes in the diffractograms are quite visible, with the fused salt showing a higher degree of lattice crystallinity and the absence of the background baseline seen in a) -a common feature of amorphous materials. Figure S3 . EDS of the lithium metaborate salt, a) as-received and, b) fused; there was no qualitative variation of the chemical composition, Li is not observed with this technique, C was not identified and Cu originates from the TEM grid. Figure S4 . SEM micrographs of the as-received carbon black, a) at low and, b) medium magnifications; the aggregates are tens of micrometers in size and contain the chains (secondary structure) of carbons particles derived from the thermal decomposition of acetylene. Figure S5 . EDS of the carbon black sample, a) as-received and, b) fused; the C peak is less intense than would be expected in b) because the EDS-TEM technique is very localized and the post-fusion imaging of the particles was not achieved. Figure S6 . SEM micrographs of the as-received expandable graphite, a) at low and, b) medium magnifications; the morphology is typical of graphite particles and the size of the flakes is in the order of millimeters, the average being 0.5 mm. Figure S7 . EDS of the expandable graphite sample, a) as-received and, b) fused; the presence of intercalating elements such as Na, S and Ca is noticeable in the initial state but the chemical profile changes after the fusion with the appearance of Br and Al, both elements that were referenced in the asreceived sample. 1 Figure S8 . SEM micrographs of the as-received single-walled carbon nanotubes sample, a) at medium and, b) high magnifications; the bundles of SWCNT are visible along with some by-product catalyst particles. Figure S9 . EDS of the SWCNT sample, a) a-received and, b) fused; the sample contained Co and Mo that were leftovers from the production of the nanotubes, after the fusion it was difficult to pinpoint these elements because the particles had been disintegrated. 
